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haritable gifts and endeavors are
very personal decisions. Each year
my family and I debate where and how
much money we should donate. So
many worthwhile organizations do
good work in the world.
Often, the catastrophic events attract attention and resources. Frequently, local charities working at
home get overlooked. This is unfortunate as these organizations provide
tremendous support to our local community – our neighbors, friends and
extended families.
When my family and I moved from
Virginia to Maine in 2016, we were
overwhelmed by community outreach
and acceptance. Now we are proud to
call Maine home and want to give back
to our community.
Working at BIW, I wanted to do
and women who work here in Bath and
the communities where they live. The
United Way of Mid Coast Maine was
the ideal choice for me. BIW and the
United Way have partnered for over
the Bath community and employees of
BIW and their families.
United Way focus areas include:
Education, Financial Stability/Basic
Needs, and Health because these are
the building blocks of a good quality of life for individuals, families, and
the whole community. United Way’s
initiatives work to create long-lasting
change in these areas.
When you invest in your community through United Way, you trust the
United Way to use the resources well.
United Way believes in a high level of
accountability because they want to
earn and keep the public’s trust.

The year we came to Maine, I joined
the Audit and Finance Committee of
the United Way to provide oversight to
es. In 2019, I became the BIW representative on the Board of Directors.
The United Way carefully reviews its
partner organizations annually to determine where the need is greatest. The
vetting process is rigorous. Partner
agencies present their programs and
volunteers reviews the proposals, listens to presentations, and then makes
recommendations on the level of support the United Way should consider.
In this year’s United Way campaign
we share a video that includes a retired
Bath Iron Works employee and a curfrom United Way contributions.
Former
Night
Superintendent
Chuck Tarbox and his wife Tina are
getting help from Midcoast Literacy for
their granddaughter Cleora. Surveyor
Eric Buckley and his wife Stephanie
receive help from Brunswick Area Respite Care for his mother Jean. Both
organizations are among the nearly
40 partner organizations of the United
Way Mid Coast Maine.
As the 2019 Campaign kicks into
high gear this fall, the United Way is
continu its
counting on BIW
tradition of strong support.
As a community, together, we can
make a difference!

— Scott Zamer
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By Ron Lessard

Learning about
safety is part of
the job.

aintaining situational awareness
while we work and move
from place to place in the yard
is critical to keeping us safe
so we can go home and enjoy
good times with our families and
friends. Situational awareness
means being aware of what’s happening around you, and identifying
and anticipating potential health
and safety threats.
I think of situational awareness
as more of a mindset than a skill and
there are a couple of key elements to
developing this mindset. First of all, recognize that threats to health and safety
may be present in the immediate environment. Secondly, accept that we must be
responsible for our own safety. Working
in a shipyard makes situational awareness
especially important.
We spend most of our lives walking on
surfaces that are engineered to be walked

grounds, parks, etc. In the shipyard, we
walk on inverted units where the “walking” surfaces are crisscrossed with structural members. We work on curved hull
sections, in tanks, and in other areas that
really aren’t designed primarily for walking. We walk through the shipyard where
forklifts and other industrial vehicles are
travelling and performing tasks.
We work in areas where the physical work environment may change from
day to day and the tasks being performed
around us are constantly changing. Somebody coming into our work area could be
exposed to a hazard that we are creating or
we could be exposed to a hazard that someone else creates.
Distraction is Public Enemy No. 1 of situational awareness. Using mobile devices and
earbuds anywhere in the
shipyard can take your
head out of the game.
If you need to call or
safe spot, stop and then
use your mobile device.
Don’t talk or text while

walking – even in the walkways. Don’t
use earbuds in production areas or while
walking anywhere in the shipyard. Keep
your ears available to deliver warning
signals to your brain.
Inattention is Public Enemy No. 2 of
situational awareness. You know when
you’re driving down the road and suddenly
“wake up” and realize that you missed your
turn a half mile ago? That’s what I’m talking about. You weren’t distracted by something like your cell phone but your attention certainly wasn’t on driving. The same
thing can happen to us as we work or walk
around the shipyard.
There are lots of tricks you can use to
keep your head in the game at work. You
can take a few long, deep breaths every few
minutes to help you refocus. If you want to
get hard core, focus your mind with

box breathing technique
nother focusing technique you can use
is to do a quick check for potential
hazards in your work area using your
JHA card as a guide.
Situational awareness can be developed
by anyone. It has been
mastered by our nation’s greatest warriors
to keep them alive on
a mindset that each of
us at BIW can develop
to keep us safe at work.

BIW News is published quarterly by
the Communications Department (D94) of
Bath Iron Works and is produced internally
in the BIW Print Shop.

Forward to David Hench
at Mail Stop 1210 or by email at
david.hench@gdbiw.com.

I’m an Army vet and live in Bowdoinham. I’ve been married to my
beautiful bride for 22 years who I’ve
known since I was twelve. We have
four children from a blended family and nine grandchildren – seven
boys and two girls.
Title: Work Leader

Sign up (web address below) to receive
automatic messages regarding emergent
matters, including facility closures
asp.schoolmessenger.com/biworks/subscriber

My group issues Ship Installation
Drawings
for Availabilities.
We do modernization for ships that
need upgrades, such as DDG 56. As a
work leader, I assign tasks and focus
on keeping people engaged and on
track so that we can meet schedule.

Toll free information on facility status,
work shift delays, and cancellations
2284)

Bath, Main Yard:
Hardings, CW, EBMF:
Bissons, CROF:
then call

Having been in the military, it’s rewarding to produce the best product
possible for all my brothers and sisters in arms. I also enjoy mentoring
design apprentices. Having gone
through the apprenticeship program,
I have an understanding of what
they’re going through and can advise them on what happens next. It’s
great to see them advance in their
careers.

For questions or suggestions regarding
BIWRA programs email biwra@gdbiw.com

We have a very diverse group with a
lot of work. As a work leader, I need
to understand everyone’s varying
strengths in order to reach a cominspire people and help them grow.
I have a lot of respect for my team
and try my best to let them know
they’re appreciated.

I enjoy whittling, drawing and archery. I also like riding bikes and
motorcycles.

Years with BIW: 38
Department: 8600 Design

A few years ago, I did tandem
skydiving at 14,000 feet in Lebanon,
Maine. It was quite the experience
and so I went two weeks later to do
two solo jumps.

I really like Book of Eli. At the end,
there’s a twist that you don’t see
coming. There’s also a part at the
end that was incredibly inspiring to
me.

In my 20s, I had a supervisor who
was assigning jobs and there was
a special job everyone wanted. He
gave it to a person many believed
I challenged him on that decision.
Surprisingly, he let me reassign the
jobs. After mulling on it a bit, I found
I had to assign people the exact same
jobs. I realized that often times we’re
looking through a keyhole. Until you
see the whole picture, you don’t see
anything. You’re just speculating.
This lesson has helped me a lot in
life.

our next employee spotlight today by emailing
rebecca.volent@gdbiw.com
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lectrician Steve Weber vacuums
metal shavings from inside the hous-

LEDs – light emitting diodes– are
much longer lasting and are almost 50
percent brighter than the lights that have
been in place. They also use less than half
the energy.
Once the Temporary Power Shop completes the conversion of 3,200 lights for
production areas and for temporary lighting on board ships, the company will
be saving $174,000 in annual electrical
costs over traditional lighting, a
savings that will likely increase over
time as electricity rates rise.
This is the third year of the program,
and the same number in 2017 so that
1,000 of the new lights are already in
500 of the lights. Right now
we’re about halfway through the overall
project,” said Moe Doyon, Temporary
Services Supervisor.
The payback is almost immediate be-

dential, commercial and industrial
uses – provides a $54 rebate on each
conversion kit for a total rebate of
$54,000 each of the last two years.
he conversion is pretty straight
forward.
disassembles the
light, vacuums out metal shavings that
have gotten inside, removes a couple of
pressure
sodium bulb and installs the new LED in
the same location.
The state program aims to encourage

to reduce the state’s demand for
energy, production of greenhouse gases
and the need to build expensive new
power plants.
traditional bulbs so
need to be replaced much less often.
The new bulbs also don’t produce heat
like the traditional bulbs, which can be a

blessing on a hot summer day. “With the
LED, you can put your hand on the bulb”
said Weber. LEDs also do not generate an
ignition source.
to be converted and now the shipyard is
looking for other potential LED applications. Currently, the Blast and Paint area
is experimenting with a type of lighting
treme industrial environment.
“The light replacement project is delivering greatly improved lighting at a much
lower cost for BIW,” Doyon said. “The Efthis smart, safer and more reliable transition.”

that clearly is a factor is the
implementation of OpEx, short for
Operational Excellence, across multiple
areas in the shipyard.
What is this “OpEx” anyway? In many
ways it’s just a strategy of creating repeatable and visual systems that bring order
and standardization to our processes.
been at it the longest. Over the last year
they have made tremendous progress
synchronizing the building of pipe and
-

chanic knows precisely what to work on
next. If there is something not right with
either the part, the design, or the work
where support teams can see there is a
moving again. The team has other tools
to show if they are on time to meet their
downstream customer’s schedule needs.
It’s Operations, Planning, Material Control and Facilities all working closely together to eliminate our late work items
and meet our two ships per year schedule
that our Navy is calling for.
Our Structural Fabrication facility has
also taken up some of the OpEx principles
areas while they rearrange and upgrade
the facility with new burning machines to

The team at the Consolidated Warehouse has been busy improving the
building layout and conveyer systems
to receive, process and store packages

multiple areas that can provide a quick,
visual gauge of progress and show where
resources need to be applied. The story
on Page
shows how new conveyors
have streamlined small parcel receiving.
Enthusiasm at the CW is high as they apply OpEx to more and more of the CW

footprint and that is translating into more
reliable and timely delivery of materials to
Operations.
In the Assembly Building in Bath, the
team is also employing OpEx principles, but
since the work is performed differently, the
OpEx approach is different. The Right Side
Up (RSU) team just completed a unit where
they used checklists to make sure everything was ready and available weeks before
they started the unit. They created a daily
schedule that laid out exactly what task was
to be done by what trade every day to make
sure they supported each other and didn’t
interfere. The team also received material
in clearly visible daily increments so it
what to work on next.

The end result is:
-We are building products in shorter
durations.
-We are reducing the number of lates.
-We are exposing problems that we
once and for all.
-There is less frustration and more excitement about what we can accomplish.
OpEx is an approach that provides the
tools and vision to accelerate our work
the shipbuilding process allows a ship to
be completed faster and brings us
closer to our goal of two ships a year
our Navy customer
.
This progress will again demonstrate
our heritage “Bath Built is Best Built”.

e.
and get the material to the right spot.“You
can’t just have one or two people specializing in something,” Jones said. “If they’re
sick or out who’s there to cover?”
Nearby, Kyle Moore is responsible for
moving hazardous materials in and out of
the warehouse. Gas cylinders weighing as
much as 300 pounds were being moved
multiple times to be weighed, consolidated,
stored and retrieved and the pallets used to
carry them would often suffer from wear
and tear. Just before the future USS Thomas
Hudner left, 22 pallets of canisters had to be
prepared for transport to the ship. “It took
four of us a week to get all the bottles ready
for shipping,” said Moore, who has been

I

n the past, when a major shipment of
Navy material arrived at the Consolidated
Warehouse’s small parts loading dock, Bob
Jones would gradually disappear behind a
mountain of packages waiting to be sorted
and labeled for inventory processing. It

our Navy customer. “We are the caretakers
of our client’s material. When they would
come in it was a mess,” Jones said. Now,
a new conveyor system helps Jones and
his coworkers organize the parcels as they
come in – with one section for Contractor
Furnished material, another for Operating Space Inventory and another for Store
Room Inventory. Small packages ordered
by BIW and not meant for the Navy are
routed onto a separate conveyor.
The conveyors consist of an ergonomic
waist-high platform of metal wheels that allow parcels to be shunted easily and quickly
to the right area. “We’ve gone from 280
packages taking four or more hours to process into the warehouse to where it took us
less than two hours to do the same volume,”
Jones said. Implementation of OpEx “is
about 65 percent complete. When we’re at
100 percent, we should be at a pretty good
clip.” The changes follow a orkstation
esign analysis of the area, part of the journey toward Operational Excellence, which
helped justify the investment in the new
equipment.

The crews in charge of inventorying small
packages came up with different designs for
the improvement layout and scored them
against weighted criteria with safety getting
the most weight. “One of the most important
things we do here is get these guys’ ideas off
Shawn Perkins, Materials
sees Consolidated Warehouse and tracks
the effectiveness of Operational Excellence
initiatives. “At the end of the day, these guys
own their area,” said Rich Kelly, Section
Manager. “They are proud to see their ideas
being put into action.”
Jones said more than a dozen employees
participated in the analysis and planning of
the new 3P Design system and credits Kelly
with helping implement the changes.
“It was a team effort
and everybody was
involved,” he said.
New signs clearly
show where different
types of material are
stationed before being cataloged and put
into inventory. That
means someone who
is not as familiar with
the system as Jones
and his teammates

process was broken.”
Moore proposed storing cylinders in
steel bottle racks that allow them to be
moved and stored more safely and easily
into inventory and then back out to the ship
installed in the hazmat area allowing Moore
to lift canisters into place and weigh them
– reducing the need for forklifts and drivers
which are in high demand at the warehouse.
Operational Excellence practices are
starting to take hold in Consolidated Warehouse. “As everyone knows, shipbuilding
is becoming more competitive globally,”
Jones said. “We need to improve to become
more competitive.”

Prior to installing the CW conveyors, a shipment of small parcels would
become unorganized stacks of material that then needed to be sorted.
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reparing to return to work following
her recent maternity leave, Senior
Buyer Megan Blake was concerned
about where to pump at work to
continue being able to nurse her baby.
“I pumped in a conference room last
time and was walked in on,” she said.
In order to continue nursing their babies after returning to work, nursing
mothers must pump breastmilk, often
twice a shift during the workday.
This time, before her Sept. 18 return,
Blake reached out to her Supervisor,
Danielle Olson to secure a spot.
“I am always concerned about where
where an employee can pump without
being interrupted,” Olson said. She too
returned to work as a nursing mom and
used a storage room as her spot.
To address these types of concerns,

va.
“These pods are an important asset
in continuing to create a culture that
supports BIW working mothers,” said
Kiley Cyr, Manager of Integrated
Health Services.
Blake said the addition of the pods
is welcome
news. “Well, everyone will know what
I am doing” she laughed, but added:
“It does make me feel better, knowing
I have a dedicated, clean, secure space
of my own.”
The pods will help create a culture
that supports BIW working mothers,
ensuring they have a private, sanitary
and power-ready pumping location
available to them while at work. The
pods are secured with locks and nursing mothers may request access by conOne of the pods
located at the
south end of the Yard, on the ground

Brunswick. BIW also add
a designated Mother’s Room on the
north end of the Main Yard.
“BIW strives to be a workplace that
supports the needs of all employees
and their families. Adding these lactation spaces is critical to supporting our
working mothers,” said Jon Mason,
Director of Human Resources Services.
BIW’s innovative approach of introducing the pods and the dedicated
Mother’s room will help ensure that
future generations of shipbuilders get

stand-alone Lactation Pods by

Senior Buyer and recent mom Megan Blake is interviewed about BIW’s new lactation spaces by Channel 6 reporter Lindsey Mills, who
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aine Sen. Angus King and Illinois
Sen. Dick Durbin visited BIW

n August, the career website WayUp
listed General Dynamics as one of the
Top 100 Internship Programs in 2019.
With over 100,000 students surveyed
and thousands of employers considered,
General Dynamics stood out because of
the hands-on experience interns receive
in our internship programs.
This is true at General Dynamics Bath
Iron Works, where interns make a real difference with their work. The interns’ summer projects, which were presented at the

King serves on the Senate
Armed Services Committee and
its Seapower Subcommittee.
Durbin serves on the Senate Appropriations Committee and is
the ranking Democrat on the Defense Appropriations Subcommittee.
After the visit, King posted the
following statement on Twitter:
“The men and women of GDBIW
are a perfect representation of
Maine: hard-working, innovative, and committed to supporting their
communities and defending their country. On Friday, I was proud to show Sen.
Durbin exactly why Bath Built is Best

M
9, 2019, showcased their

on Aug

ciency. Topics
included improving health and safety,
such as issuing helmet stickers to CPRtrained employees and designing pallets
to help remove paint buckets from
warming cabinets more safely. They also
suggested ways to contain spills faster.
“This whole experience has been very
educational,” said Sarah Payne,
who spent time with D40, Engineering.

engineering.” Her team pinpointed
ways to be more cost-effective with
rental assets.
Tobyn Blatt, whose team made an
online survey to help evaluate the
BIW Training Academy at Brunswick
landing, is thankful for getting to work
at a large company. “It’s a unique
experience for people our age and will
be valuable in the future.”

T

he technology that controls the weapons system on Daniel Inouye (DDG
118), the Aegis Combat System, was
brought to life on Friday, Sept. 20. Aegis
Light Off kicks off a 35-week test and activation period that leads up to sea trials.
quires the ship’s power distribution and
cooling system and many key spaces to be
complete, said Lu Lozano, Chief Superintendent, Test and Trials.

Getting those restricted spaces complete, inspected by the government and
locked down is important because once
they are secured, only people with a security clearance are allowed to enter them.
tem in anticipation of launching the ship
in about a month, then light
the turbine
generators shortly afterward.

time,” said Allie Milligan, Chief Superintendent, DDG 118. “It was really a complete team effort by all the area and trades
personnel to successfully get to ALO.”
Shipbuilders and PCU crew members
celebrated with a ceremony in the Combat
Information Center. “Every time I walk
onboard this ship I am reminded of the
amazing craftsman and technical experts
behind every wire, button, and deckplate
screw,” said Cdr. DonAnn Gilmore, the
self when the days get tough or mundane
that you are building and testing systems
on a warship that will be manned by our

L

yndon B. Johnson (DDG 1002) was
energized with 4160 volts on Sept. 25,
a major step that enables all ship systems
to power up. “Over 1,000 people in this
yard and our teammates at SSBA contributed directly to us getting to this event
today,” said Todd Estes, Chief Superintendent for DDG 1002, who noted that

the ship has 2.3 million feet of cables.
Before high voltage power could be activated on board, more than 40 key spaces
had to be completed. The next phase of construction will be getting the ship ready to
go to sea. “This begins our march towards
sea trials,” said Lu Lozano, Chief Superintendent, Test and Trials. Before the activation, crews working on DDG
1002 held a safety stand
down to make sure everyone understood that 4160
volt power requires an extra
layer of caution. A current
DDG 51 by comparison has
450 volts.
Front Line Supervisor
Jess Winchester told the
assembled mechanics where
high voltage cables are located, some of the hazards
associated with elevated
voltage and the process for
activation. As the ship was

Shipbuilders and PCU crew members celebrated achieving ALO with cake in the crew’s mess
of DDG 118.

nation’s sailors” she said. “The room you
are standing in will be transited by hundreds of sailors who may be called upon to
execute national tasking. They will rely on
the systems you are installing and testing
to be the best in the world.”

energized, mechanics ran a series of tests
including arc blast tests to make sure
equipment performed as expected.
dered in the DDG 1000-class but the
experience of activating 4160 power will be
transferable. Starting with the future USS
Louis H. Wilson Jr.
, DDG 51s
will be built to run on 4160 volt power. “The
safety procedures, training, and operating
skills developed for the DDG 1000 class HV
systems will carry over to similar
equipment on the Flight 3 DDG 51 class
ships,” Lozano said.
Tom Turgeon and Scott Myrick,
members of the Electrical Test Crew, said
even with their experience with EHV on
previous ships, there is still a wave of
anxious anticipation when the ship is
energized. Now the crew can take a deep
breath, they said. “It’s a sense of relief due to
the accomplishment and seeing the hard
work has paid off,” said Clint Martz, the
crew’s supervisor.

G

ulfstream Aerospace Corp. has
earned a 2019 Sustainability
Leadership Award from Business Intelligence Group for its sustainable aviation fuel (SAF) initiatives. The award
recognizes organizations that make
sustainability an essential part of their
business operations.
“Innovation is at the core of our
business, including our environmental
strategy,” said Mark Burns, president, Gulfstream, a division of General
Dynamics. “As a company, we explore
ways to support the business-aviation
industry’s sustainability goals and have
done this by designing aircraft for betforts to raise awareness of the effectiveness of sustainable aviation fuel in
business aviation.”
In 2011, a Gulfstream G450 was the

SAF. The 30/70 blend of low-carbon,
drop-in SAF has been used with Jet-A

G

eneral Dynamics NASSCO was awarded a contract by the U.S. Navy worth
up to $1.6 billion for the construction of the
sixth and seventh ships of the Expeditionary Sea Base (ESB) program, as well as an
option for ESB 8.
The contract provides $1.08 billion as a
vious contract for the design and construction of the two ships, with an option for the
third that, if exercised, would bring the total
cumulative value to $1.63 billion.

a key element in the Navy’s airborne mine
countermeasures mission, with accommodations for up to 250 personnel and a large
tion supports special warfare and Marine
Corps task-organized units.

fuel in daily operations for corporate,
demonstration, Customer Support and
nautical miles on SAF, saving more
than 950 metric tons of carbon dioxide.
Gulfstream’s supply of SAF is chemi-

cally equivalent to conventional Jet-A
and offers the same performance and
safety standards. Each gallon of SAF
burned achieves a more-than 50 percent reduction in greenhouse gas emissions, relative to petroleum-based jet
fuel, on a lifecycle basis.

B

IW employees had the chance to show family and
friends the work we do here in the shipyard as well as
honor our 40-year Master Shipbuilders at this year’s Open
House.
Thousands of guests enjoyed a barbecue lunch, a
tour of Lyndon B. Johnson (DDG 1002) and a host of
informational booths that showed the many skill sets
that it takes to build a Navy destroyer.
model ships over a
challenging course for the Geiger Cup. Taking the top
prize was Red Tag, a team from Test and Activation.
The highlight of the gorgeous summer day was the
ceremony honoring our Master Shipbuilders, those
who this year marked 40 years with BIW. Each honoree
was cheered by the audience and presented with a Chelsea
clock.
“Of my 40 years at BIW, the master shipbuilding open
house will be one, if not the, highlight of my career!” said
Janet Grondin, a manager in Human Resources Services. “It was such a pleasure to see so many people, of all
ages, employees, friends, families – ALL enjoying themselves! It truly made me proud to be a BIW employee.”
Another 40-year honoree, Jeff Austin, said he was
particularly pleased with the ship tour having invested a
substantial amount of time as a Planner on DDG 1002.
BIW President Dirk Lesko thanked the honorees who
over 40 years helped deliver 75 new construction vessels.
“You have designed and built America’s Navy and you’re
training the next generation of BIW shipbuilders who will
be safer and better able to contribute as a result of all you
have learned and shared,” he said. “Your example serves to
remind us that it is the people of this shipyard that make
Bath Built, Best Built.”

Line handlers bring in mooring lines aboard the Arleigh Burke-class guided-missile destroyer USS Mahan (DDG 72) on Sept. 4 as the ship
head to sea ahead of Hurricane Dorian. The U.S. 2nd Fleet Commander ordered U.S. Navy ships and aircraft in the area to leave ahead
of the hurricane which
high winds and heavy rain to the East Coast. Ships were directed to areas in the Atlantic Ocean where
they could best ride out the storm. (U.S. Navy photo)
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sels, crests have come to represent

Institute of Heraldry now designs most
ship crests, with each element having a
symbolic meaning.
DDG 120 is the 38th Arleigh Burkeclass destroyer built by Bath Iron Works.
The keel was laid on Feb. 1 and is scheduled to be christened next year.
The namesake of DDG 120, former
Michigan Sen. Carl Levin, was chairman
of the Senate Armed Services Committee
for nine years and a member for his entire
36-year career. The committee is instrumental in shaping the country’s defense
posture and in determining the size and
composition of the U.S. Navy.

resembles the shape of the historic Senate gavel,
implying Mr. Levin’s service as a United States
Senator. The six six-pointed stars honor Mr.
Levin’s 36 years in the Senate. The seven
USS CARL M. LEVIN (DDG 120) as the 70th
ship in its class. The national colors of the
United States are Red, White and Blue.
The bald eagle, embodying the spirit
of the United States, emphasizes the nation’s virtues
of life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness. The
sword and Senate gavel allude to Mr. Levin’s service as
a Senator and position of Chairman of the Armed Services Committee. The Phrygian (Liberty) cap amongst the radiant light conveys Mr. Levin’s work to protect
the Great Lakes and their many lighthouses along Michigan’s coastline. The Liberty cap, adapted from the United States Senate Seal, conveys the paramount nature
of America’s ethics and values, emphasized by the golden radiant light. Additionally, the eagle is featured on the coat of arms of the State of Michigan, in tribute to
Mr. Levin’s home state.
The motto, “TENACIOUS IN THE FIGHT,” expresses the steadfast
and determined motivation of the command and crew to triumph over adversity.

US Light House Tender May-

surprisingly long and varied career

W

hen USLHT Mayflower, BIW Hull 21, was
launched on August 12th,
1897, no one could have anticipated
the length of her career and variety
of roles she would play.
house tender, and was one of six lightships and tenders built by BIW for the
US Lighthouse Board in the late 1890s.
Ordinarily such vessels worked quietly,
often out of view, shuttling supplies to
various lighthouses up and down the
coast.
The Spanish-American War broke
missioning, and on April 27th 1898, she
was transferred to the US Navy for war-

ing the Navy’s urgent need for ships,
the former tender was designated as
an auxiliary cruiser and promptly dispatched to Florida, then on to Cuban
waters.
In the early summer of 1898 Suwannee participated in the blockade of
Spanish ships in the Cuban port of Sanport for forces operating ashore. Later

in the summer she was part of a force
that bombarded Spanish positions at
Manzanillo, Cuba, just as the war came
to a close. By September she was decommissioned, and by the end of the
year returned to the Lighthouse Board.
Resuming her original name, Mayresumed her intended role. The tender
spent the following decades servicing
lighthouses up and down the coast,
including many in Maine, and passed
from the US Lighthouse Board to the
US Lighthouse Service when that organization was established in 1910.
rupted by the outbreak of World War
I, which saw her rejoin the Navy as
a patrol ship from May of 1917 until
July 1919. After the war she returned

to lighthouse duties for another two
decades. When the Lighthouse Service
merged into the Coast Guard in 1939,
the aged tender was designated as USsioned at Boston in December, 1939.
The period of rest was brief, and she
was recommissioned in July 1940 in
preparation for World War II. When
the Coast Guard was transferred to
named, this time as USCGC Hydrangea,

taken into naval service. In a remarkwere among the very few vessels to see
active service in the Spanish-American
War and both World Wars.
Records of Hydrangea’s service during the war are scarce, but she likely
served in a familiar role, ferrying supplies in harbors and along the coast,
or tending harbor defense facilities.
Hydrangea was decommissioned for
ter nearly 50 years of service, and sold
soon thereafter.

W

hen it came time to replace BIW’s
1950s era tugboat Kennebec, the
company opted for a southern style push
boat, the kind used to move freight on
large barges.The General Thomas Hyde is
small for a tug – 25’x14’ – and that gives it
an advantage in certain situations.
When Lyndon B. Johnson was translating from the drydock last December,
Hyde was able to slip inside the drydock
and press the bow of DDG 1002 toward
the wingwall. Hyde also has two propellers (screws), making it more maneuverable than its predecessor.
“It allows me to get into pretty tight
spots,” said Tugboat Operator Cage Zipperer. A Georgia native, Zipperer is familiar with the pusher style of tug. “I’m
actually pretty tickled with it,” he said of
the Gen. Thomas Hyde.
But the tug, as built, has limitations.
“This style of tug is really good at moving barges- it is essentially a detachable
engine room. It’s less good at being a utility work boat, which is needed here” said
Dockmaster Nate Power.
So during July a team of riggers, stagebuilders, and maintenance fabricators
hoisted the tug from the river with Crane
vessel safety and make the boat more useful to BIW.
Thick rubber fenders were added to
-

low Zipperer to pivot the tug while pressing against a ship or a pier, protecting
against metal on metal contact and creating a surface with more grip. This allows
him to get maximum advantage out of the
Another safety improvement was
replacing the solid bulwark in front of
the wheelhouse with a handrail. The increased visibility makes it so Zipperer can
look down and see the people working on
the tug’s deck while he is operating. “It
makes the whole evolution safer for him
and the deckhands,” Power said. The removal of the heavy steel high above the
waterline also improved the vessel’s stability, making it ride more comfortably.
Finally, a rubber strip was added to the
roof of the pilot house. That’s because the
a DDG 51, and with a shortened hull and
high house, there is risk of tug to ship
contact. The protective “D-fender” allows
Zipperer to work the ship during launch
with minimal hazard of damage to either
vessel.
“There was a lot of concern that the
‘Little General’ would be a safe and effective replacement for the Kennebec,” says
Power “so working together, Cage and
I, with the help of our Maintenance Fab
Team, were able to make large strides towards adapting the vessel to our needs.”

L

iving in the beautiful state of Maine
brings surprises every day. This past
summer, the shipyard was graced with a
family of peregrine falcons. Getting back to
nature has never been so easy!
The adult pair of falcons hatched eggs in
an old osprey nest on an unused lamp post

hunt before the family moved on.
Peregrine falcons are known for being
the fastest animals in the world, capable of
reaching more than 200 mph when diving
for prey. The species was wiped out in the
eastern U.S. when the pesticide DDT was in

The BIW tug Gen. Thomas Hyde, was lifted from
tionality, and then returned to the water.

Cage Zipperer
Nate Power
BIW tug Gen. Thomas Hyde.

use. They have since rebounded but breeding populations are still protected as endangered in the state of Maine.
The Maine Department of Inland
Fisheries and Wildlife visited the Yard to
the nest and made sure the family
was doing well.
It is somewhat uncommon for falcons to
nest in industrial settings, but is becoming
more common. They are attracted to the tall
areas and the food source. The top item on
their menu is pigeons.

Close to 3,000 BIW employees and
family members took over Funtown
on Sunday, Sept.9 for the annual
family get together.

GENERAL DYNAMICS
Bath Iron Works
700 Washington Street
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